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Abstract— Comparators are recognized as 1-bit analog-to 

digital converter and for that reason they are mostly used in 

huge abundance in A/D converter. In the analog-to-digital 

conversion process, it is essential to first sample the input. 

This sampled signal is then apply to a grouping of 

comparators to decide the digital equivalent of the analog 

signal. The conversion speed of comparator is restricted by 

the decision making response time of the comparator. 

Besides, comparators are too be found in lots of other 

applications like zero-crossing detectors, peak detectors, 

switching power regulators, BLDC operating motors, data 

transmission, and others. The basic functionality of a CMOS 

comparator is used to find out whether a signal is greater or 

smaller than zero or to compare an input signal with a 

reference signal and outputs a binary signal based on 

comparison. Comparator is a circuit used to detect whether a 

signal is greater or smaller than zero, or to compare the size 

of one signal with another. Designing high-speed 

comparators is more challenging when the supply voltage is 

smaller. High-speed comparators in ultra-deep sub-

micrometre (UDSM).CMOS technologies suffer from low 

supply voltages. In this paper we are going to study and 

analyse the dynamic double tail comparator and implement 

the same for high speed analysis and will observe the power 

consumption. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The high speed, area efficient and low power analog to digital 

converter require dynamic regenerative comparators to 

maximize speed and power efficiency. These dynamic 

comparators have no static power consumption. That means 

to minimize power consumption of dynamic comparator we 

need to reduce dynamic power of comparator. Dynamic 

power mainly dependent on supply voltage vdd, transitions of 

the mos due to clock and load capacitance, where capacitance 

is due to transistors and interconnects. The clock drives the 

comparator continuously whether the input is present or not. 

Thus when the comparator is in idle state, the clock drives the 

comparator continuously which causes switching of some of 

the mosfet’s. This causes more dynamic power dissipation. 

This problem can be overcome by using clock gating 

technique which disables clock at the idle states of 

comparator. The circuit may also suffer various types of 

process variation while fabrication or when subjected to 

various temperature and supply voltages. In such conditions 

the circuit must work properly, hence four corner analysis 

must be done before ic fabrication. Through literature 

appraisal, we find that there are various types of comparator 

architectures accessible in our today’s electronic world. In the 

middle of these comparators, we analyze the static and 

dynamic characteristics & advantages and disadvantages of 

preamplifier based comparator i.e. these comparators have a 

preamplifier follow by a regenerative latch phase which is 

another time followed by an output buffer (which is basically 

a self- biased differential amplifier) and fully dynamic 

latched comparators i.e. comparators having positive 

feedback based back-to-back latch stage that determines 

output of the circuit. 

II. COMPARATOR WITH A MODIFIED LATCH 

The circuit is projected with a fresh latch for low-supply-

voltage operation, wherever the advantages of a high-

impedance input, a rail- to- rail output swing, no static power 

consumption, and the roundabout influence of the parasitic 

capacitances of the input transistors to the output nodes and 

consequently, to the switching speed have been kept. 

 The reset phase (CLK = 0) is use to set up the initial 

condition Out = Out bar =VDD and the following comparison 

phase (CLK =VDD, VDD is the positive supply voltage of 

the comparator). For the duration of reset, transistor N6 is 

switched off, and transistors P2, P3, N4, and N5 are on. 

Therefore, the output nodes Out and Out bar are pulled 

toward VDD by P2 and P3, which causes transistors P4 and 

P5 to be switched off. N4 and N5 pull both nodes FB and FB/ 

to GND. Therefore, transistors PO and Ph are turned on and 

assist in pulling Out and Out bar to the final voltage level 

VDD. Comparison of the voltage at input CINP with the 

voltage at CINN is ongoing when CLK switches to voltage 

level VDD (comparison phase). Hence, transistor N6 is 

turned on, and P2, P3, N4, and N5 are switched off. At the 

extremely beginning, transistors P4 and P5 are switched off, 

and transistors P0 and PI work in the linear region and build 

the load for an amplifier with N2 and N3. Transistors N0 and 

N l are primarily on. (The comparison phase starts with Out 

= Out bar =VDD and FB = FB/ =GN D.) If, for the input 

voltage, CIN P CIXV is assumed, transistor N3 pull the 

voltage point at node Out bar down faster than N2 does at 

node Out. Therefore, transistor P4 begin to conduct. In this 

initial time period, a small amount of positive feedback is also 

contributed by transistors N0 and N1. When P4 begins to 

conduct, node FB is charged toward VDD (N4 and N5 are 

off), and complete positive feedback is ongoing. Transistor 

P1 is turned off, and P0 keeps conducting, because node Out 

is pulled to VDD. As a result, P5 remains off, and FB/ 

remains near GN D (Sufficient input voltage difference 

ClNP-ClNN is assumed). In conclusion, N 1, P4, and P0 are 

switched on, and N0, P1, and P5 are turned off. Thus, Out is 

at voltage level VDD, Out bar is at GND, and no static current 

can flow after the decision. 

III. PROPOSED DOUBLE-TAIL DYNAMIC COMPARATOR 

In the projected comparator the voltage difference at the first 

stage outputs (In and Ip) at initial time (i.e. AVfn/fp) is 
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greater than before so as the latch regeneration speed should 

be increased [1]. This projected dynamic comparator 

increases the speed of the double-tail comparator by altering 

two important factors like the initial one is that it increase the 

initial output difference voltage (AV,) at the starting of the 

regeneration (I = I,); and the second one is that the effective 

transconductance (gps,) of the latch is increased. 

 In the projected double—tail dynamic comparator, 

only one node (In or Ip) gets charged throughout the reset 

phase. This happen because during the preceding decision 

making phase, only one of the nodes (In or Ip) was not 

discharge and thus less power is necessary. The process of the 

proposed comparator shown in figure 3.5 is as follows. As 

soon as CLK = 0, in the reset phase, both the tail transistors 

NtaiI1 and Ntail2 are in off to avoid static power dissipation. 

Transistor N3 and N4 are in on state. N3 and N4 pulls both fn 

and Ip nodes to VDD, hence transistor NC1 andNC2 are cut 

off. The circuit has two transitional stage transistors NR1 and 

NR2. These transistors reset both latch outputs to ground. 

When CLK = VDD, both the tail transistors are on, N3 and 

N4 transistors are off. Assume InP > InN, thus fn drops faster 

than fp, the parallel PMOS control transistor (NC1 in this 

case) starts to turn on, pulling fp node back to the VDD, so 

another control transistor remains off, allowing In to be 

discharged totally. 

 
Fig. 3.1: Schematic Diagram of the Proposed Dynamic 

Double-Tail Comparator 

IV. MODIFIED CLOCK GATED DYNAMIC DOUBLE-TAIL 

COMPARATOR 

The operation of the modified clock gated double-tale 

comparator is same as proposed comparator instead of adding 

a clocked gating technique. Nowadays in VLSI design power 

reduction is becoming the first consideration. Clock gating 

technique is used effectively in low power RTL design. Some 

methods are used in clock gating are threshold-based clock 

gating (TCG), optimized bus-specific clock gating (OBSC) 

 
Fig. 4.1: Schematic Diagram of the Modified Clock Gated 

Double-Tail Comparator 

 Circuits for reducing dynamic power dissipation. 

Clock gating technique can be used significantly to save the 

power by adding more logic to a circuit to reduce the power 

consumption. Pruning the clock it disables portions of the 

circuitry so that the transistors do not have to switch states. A 

NOR gate can be used as a clock gating technique to reduce 

the power and delay effectively. AND gate is very suitable 

for clock gating, it performs on the positive edge of global 

clock and it works by taking the enable conditions. Figure 4.1 

shows the modified comparator it works similar as proposed 

comparator. Therefore it is an imperative design must contain 

these enable conditions in order to get benefit from clock 

gating. This clock gating process can save significant die area 

and power since it removes large numbers of unwanted noise 

and replaces them by clock gating logic. 

 
Fig. 1: Comparator with a Modified Latch 

 
Fig. 2: Wave Form 
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Fig. 3: Time Analysis 

 
Fig. 4: Proposed Double Tail Dynamic Comparator 

 
Fig. 5: Wave Form 

 
Fig. 6: Time Analysis 

 
Fig. 7: Corner Analysis 

A. Power Analysis 

Tanner Tool V15.0 (Pre-layout simulation) is used for 

simulation. To compare the modified comparator with the 

double-tail and proposed double-tail comparators. All circuits 

have been simulated in a 0.18µm CMOS technology with 

VDD= 0.8V at 45.45 MHz of clock frequency. The delay of 

modified clock gated comparator is profoundly reduced with 

lower supply voltages. With decreased supply voltage 

structures start to behave differently. The proposed double-

tail comparator can be used at faster rate and it can also be 

used in low supply voltages, while consuming the same 

power as that of the (single tail) conventional comparator. 

The case is even better for the modified clock gated 

comparator when it is compared to the conventional dynamic 

comparator. 

 The results are shown in table 5.1. The results for the 

power analysis shown in Fig. 4.1 and in table 5.1 is obtained 

with VDD =0.8V, VInN=0.64V, VinP=0.8V in double tail 

comparator and proposed double tail comparator for 24 clock 

cycles while modified clock gated double tale comparator is 

simulated with VDD =0.8V, VinN=0.6V, VinP=0.8V for 12 

clock cycles disabling the clock for 12 clock cycle and thus 

reducing the dynamic power consumption. 

 
Fig. 8: 

 
Fig. 9: 

V. CONCLUSION 

The version of this template is V2. Most of the formatting 

instructtions in this document have been compiled by Causal 

Productions from the IEEE LaTeX style files. Causal 

Productions offers both A4 templates and US Letter 

templates for LaTeX and Microsoft Word. The LaTeX 

templates depend on the official IEEEtran.cls and 

IEEEtran.bst files, whereas the Microsoft Word templates are 

self-contained. 
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